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Chapter 181: Did He Ask About Me? 

The check-up showed that Shi Yuting’s brain was normal. So, why did he lose some of his memories? 

Zhong Shenghao was also puzzled. 

Shi Le came back in the afternoon. He was not worried when he learned about it. 

Because to him, Shi Yuting forgetting that woman’s existence was excellent. 

That was fate. Only the princess was worthy of the prince and Zuo Weiyi was only Cinderella. 

Fairy tales did not exist in reality. 

“No one is allowed to mention Zuo Weiyi in front of him!” 

Shi Le was sitting on the sofa in the living room when he gave the order to everyone in Shi Mansion. 

There was a bit of unwillingness in Nuannuan’s heart. 

Why did Brother remember everything and everyone except for Wei Yi? 

Calling Wei Yi had become her habit in the past few days. 

However, she did not what to say when she was on the phone tonight. 

She thought Shi Yuting did not ask about Zuo Weiyi a few days ago was because her grandfather was 

there. 

But she learned that her brother had really forgotten Zuo Weiyi’s existence today. 

How should she tell Zuo Weiyi about it? 

Zuo Weiyi was already hurting when she left. If she told her that her brother had forgotten her, would it 

not worsen her pain? 

“Nuannuan?” 

Zuo Weiyi could not help speaking when she heard no response from Nuannuan. She seemed to 

perceive Nuannuan’s concerns. 

“Huh?” Nuannuan recovered from her thoughts. 

“What’s wrong with you? Why are you silent? Did something happen to Shi Yuting?” Zuo Weiyi could 

not help feeling a little nervous. 

Nuannuan would always tell her everything about Shi Yuting excitedly every time she called her. But, she 

was different and very quiet today. 

Did Shi Yuting’s injury worsen? 

Zuo Weiyi was very worried as if her heart was stuck in her throat. 



“No, my brother is fine! He has almost recovered,” Shi Nuannuan quickly explained fearing that she 

would be worried. 

Zuo Weiyi was at ease after hearing her words. 

‘Nuannuan, did he ask about me?’ 

“That’s good.” She smiled. At this moment, she wanted to ask the question that had been lingering on 

her mind since she left the mansion. 

She wanted to know how much weight she had in Shi Yuting’s heart. 

“Nuannuan, did he ask about me?” 

She wanted to know whether she occupied a place in Shi Yuting’s heart. 

Would he feel a trace of dismay at her departure? 

Would he ask why she had left? 

She was not asking for anything, nor was she expecting to return to Shi Mansion again. She just wanted 

to know whether she had a place in Shi Yuting’s heart. 

This was the thing that Nuannuan feared the most. 

Wei Yi had asked her, so what should she say? 

“Nuannuan?” 

Zuo Weiyi frowned after hearing silence from the other end of the phone call again. 

Shi Nuannuan recovered from her thoughts. She thought about it for a long time and finally decided to 

tell a white lie. 

“Um… yes, it’s just that Grandfather is here. Brother can’t go out at all. Wei Yi, you’ll have to wait for a 

while. Wait until Grandfather leaves Country Z, then Brother would surely get you back!” 

She said so hoping to appease her temporarily. 

It was just something for the moment, but would her brother really do that? 

Zuo Weiyi smiled a little listening to her. 

Going back to Shi Yuting? She had stopped wishing about it. 

She should have left long ago. 

Chapter 182: I Can’t Stay Here in Vain 

It was just that she was too greedy to hope for the love of the president of Country C. Such wishful 

thinking of hers would never be realized. Would it? 

Zuo Weiyi smiled slightly while listening to Shi Nuannuan’s warm words. 

It was already impossible for her to go back to Shi Yuting. 



“Nuannuan, thank you,” Zuo Weiyi said and it sounded as if she was bidding farewell. 

Now that Shi Yuting had recovered, there was no need for her to continue talking with Nuannuan. 

Zuo Weiyi’s mood was better than before, after hanging up the phone. 

Not only Shi Yuting had recovered, but he had also let her understand that she had a place in his heart. It 

was more than enough. 

And now, all she had to do was readjust her life. 

As for Di Zun, she could not go back. 

So, she had to find another job to feed herself. 

Although Gu Yansheng said that she could live here forever, she was not his close relative after all. 

Hence, she felt uncomfortable living here for free. 

*** 

The next morning. 

Zuo Weiyi went downstairs and had breakfast with Gu Yansheng. 

During the meal, she could not help but ask, “Yan Sheng, is your place far away from the city?” 

She remembered when she had first entered Shi Mansion, she could not go to the city without a car. 

Gu Yansheng raised his eyebrows. He was slightly puzzled. “Not that far, why?” 

She had been depressed and was unhappy in the past few days. Thus, Gu Yansheng was very surprised 

that she seemed a little happy today. 

It had been more than a week since she came here. This was the first time she had approached and 

talked to him first. 

Moreover, she was smiling. 

Zuo Weiyi smiled and put a spoonful of white porridge into her mouth. She swallowed it before 

speaking, “I want to find a job.” 

Gu Yansheng could help but seem stunned. 

“Find a job?” 

“Well.” Zuo Weiyi nodded. She was a little embarrassed. “I can’t stay here for free…” 

“Weiyi, I have already said that you could live here all your life. I don’t care. On the contrary…” Gu 

Yansheng paused for a few seconds. He watched her affectionately. “I hope that you can stay with me. 

Let me take care of you all my life.” 

Knowing that she had left Shi Yuting, Gu Yansheng was worried about her mood these days. Hence, he 

had never expressed his true feelings to her. 

He was happy that she could leave Yuting. 



Because he knew that Shi Yuting was about to become the president of Country C. It was already 

destined that he would not have a good ending with Weiyi. 

If this continued, she would be the only one injured. 

Perhaps Shi Yuting was just playing with her since the beginning and had never thought about letting her 

enter the Shi family. 

Zuo Weiyi felt guilty facing with his affection. 

She lowered her head and wanted to escape his affectionate gaze. 

“I know you don’t care. But I do. I don’t want to be a ‘vase’. I want to pursue my dreams.” 

“Then, you don’t have to leave.” 

Zuo Weiyi looked up. ” I didn’t say I want to leave. I just want to get a job and pay you the monthly 

rental fee.” 

Gu Yansheng felt at ease after hearing her words. 

It turned out that she was worried about the rent. 

Gu Yansheng accepted her suggestion knowing that she had her pride and self-esteem. 

She preferred staying here and paying her rent every month rather than staying outside alone. 

She needed a place to stay anyway. So, why not let her stay here? 

Maybe she could only live more at ease if she paid the rent. 

“What kind of job do you want? It is better to come to work at my company. Although it is not as 

famous as Di Zun, the worker benefits are also not bad here.” 

Chapter 183: Everything is Fine with Miss Zuo 

He would like her to stay beside him like what Shi Yuting did and look at her beautiful face all the time. 

He tried to make his words sound like a joke and hoped that she would not mind him helping her 

arrange these things. 

Zuo Weiyi knew that it was not easy to find a stable job in this big city. 

She had no work experience. Thus, she was happy if Gu Yansheng could help her. 

“Okay, what position does your company lack? Let me see if I can do it.” 

Of course, Gu Yansheng was very happy when she agreed to it so easily. 

“If you don’t mind, what about being my secretary’s assistant?” 

Zuo Weiyi knew that he wanted to let her work with the top management. 

But, she just wanted to have a job fairly and squarely, even if she had to start from the lowest level. 



“I think I better go on my own and see what job is right for me.” 

She politely refused. Gu Yansheng knew what she meant and did not want to force her. 

“Okay, let’s go to the company together after having dinner.” 

“Alright.” 

Zuo Weiyi agreed to go to the company with him. 

Zuo Weiyi got in the Lamborghini after they had dinner. They were in front of a magnificent building half 

an hour later. 

Looking up, there were a few words written on the skyscraper—Zuo Yue Group. 

So, this was Gu Yansheng’s company. 

Everyone greeted Gu Yansheng respectfully after seeing him when they entered the company building. 

“Good morning, CEO Gu.” 

Gu Yansheng was about to take the private elevator to the top floor when they reached the elevator. 

However, Zuo Weiyi would like to go around and see what job was suitable on this floor. 

“You can go to the Personnel Department first to see which department you want to enter.” Gu 

Yansheng turned and said to Zuo Weiyi before entering the private elevator. He then pointed to a man 

behind them. “This is Secretary Zhou. Just tell him your decision. He will arrange everything.” 

Zuo Weiyi glanced at Secretary Zhou. She then immediately nodded and smiled. “Okay, you can go and 

do your things first. 

Zuo Weiyi studied advertising design while Gu Yansheng’s company mainly ran hotels. 

She finally decided to enter the Planning Department after careful consideration. 

But if she entered the Planning Department without an interview, everyone in the department would be 

surprised and would be even more curious about her. 

Secretary Zhou had even brought her there personally. Was she his relative? 

Some people in the Planning Department were cautious of her since she was related to the top 

management. 

*** 

Shi Yuting could not wait to return Di Zun after more than a week of rest. 

There was a pile of documents waiting for him to process. 

Shi Le and others were also preparing to leave Country Z seeing that Shi Yuting had recovered. 

Nonetheless, Tengtang Xi did not intend to leave. She wanted to stay here and play for a few more days. 

Shi Le and Tengtang Li agreed with this to allow the two of them get to know each other better. 



So, they let Tengtang Xi stay. 

Shi Nuannuan also did not want to leave, especially after knowing that Tengtang Xi was going to stay. Of 

course, she had to stay too, lest she seduced her brother! 

Shi Yuting was working on several important documents in the huge office when someone knocked on 

the office door. 

Xiangyi came in. 

He raised his eyes, put down the exquisite pen in his hand, and looked at Xiangyi who came in. 

“Everything is fine with Miss Zuo. She is currently working in Excellence Group.” 

Shi Yuting frowned after hearing this. 

“Zuo Yue Group? Gu Yansheng’s company?” 

“Yes.” 

“Which department?” He frowned hard and seemed extremely displeased. 

Chapter 184: He Said He Wanted to Plan a Wedding for Us 

“She is working as an assistant in the Planning Department.” 

Shi Yuting’s mood became better after hearing Xiangyi’s answer. 

He thought she was working with the top management and was together with Gu Yansheng all the time! 

“Where is the Speaker? Has he left?” 

Xiangyi slightly nodded. “Well, as you expected, he did leave a few spies here when he left.” 

Shi Yuting was silent for a few seconds. He said calmly, “You may leave.” 

Xiangyi nodded and walked out of the office. 

Soon after Xiangyi went out, there was a knock at the office door again. 

“Come in.” 

He did not think much about it thinking that it was Feilin who was sending in the documents. 

However, it was Tengtang Xi who came in when the door was pushed open. 

Shi Yuting was surprised at her arrival but he did not show any expression on his face. 

After raising his eyes and glancing at her, he lowered his head and continued with his work. He 

completely ignored Tengtang Xi. 

Tengtang Xi was not angry facing his disregard. 

Their marriage was bound to happen anyway. 

Her grandfather and the others had gone back to prepare for the engagement. 



“This is the soup that Aunty Yu has cooked. I brought it to you.” 

Tengtang Xi walked to the leather sofa on the side and placed an food container on the coffee table. She 

then smiled brightly and looked at the man at the desk. 

Shi Yuting ignored her and continued his work. 

Tengtang Xi was not bothered about it as she sat down on the sofa. 

“Grandfather and the others have gone back. They said they are going to plan the wedding for us.” 

Shi Yuting who had been working with his head down inadvertently paused after listening to her. 

He looked up with his mysterious eyes and was a little cold. 

“Do you still have anything to say?” 

Tengtang Xi was stunned. 

“Did you still remember our agreement? Now, I want you to fulfill that promise!” 

Shi Yuting put down the pen in his hand. He folded his arms together and leaned back on the chair. He 

then looked down at Tengtang Xi like an emperor. 

“Do you mean the other day when we ate together?” 

Tengtang Xi paused. She recalled when she had just arrived in City Z that day, she did have a meal with 

him. 

But, was he not the one who had invited her to dinner just to be hospitable? 

Tengtang Xi felt upset thinking of this. 

“Didn’t you invite me to dinner due out of hospitality?” 

Shi Yuting raised his eyes. “Not really.” 

“You!” 

Tengtang Xi was speechless and angry. 

She had initially wanted him to fulfill the promise by going shopping with her, but she did not expect for 

things to turn out like this! 

Shi Yuting glanced at her and then pressed a button for the internal line. 

“Don’t simply let anyone into my office next time, or else, you can get lost too!” 

His voice was low, but there was a sense of deterrence and oppression that made Feilin feel scared. 

The office door was pushed open after a while, Feilin walked in panickily. 

She glanced at the dark-faced man at the desk. She then turned to look at Tengtang Xi who was sitting 

on the sofa. 



“Miss Tengtang, please leave.” 

Tengtang Xi was so angry that her face turned dark looking at the secretary who came in. 

No one had dared to drive her away before. Did he hate her so much?! 

“Shi Yuting! What do you take me for?!” 

She would be his wife in the future anyway. How could he treat her like that in front of a secretary? 

Shi Yuting raised his eyes. His face was expressionless. “Nothing.” 

Chapter 185: How About Having Lunch Together? 

Tengtang Xi was startled again after hearing his words. Her face was pale. 

Nothing? Did he dislike her that much?! 

She took a deep breath and suppressed her anger in the heart. 

“What if I refuse to leave?” 

She believed that he dared not get the security to come up and drag her away! 

If he did it, she would surely tell her grandfather about it. Then he would not be able to become the 

president! 

Shi Yuting just grinned and sneered after glancing at her arrogant look. 

“Whatever.” 

He simply spurted out that word. He then picked up his coat and walked toward the office door. 

Tengtang Xi clenched her fists tightly looking at his back leaving. 

“Shi Yuting!” 

However, his tall and long figure had disappeared at the door. 

Feilin who was nearby saw her angry face. She just pursed her lips and dared not speak. 

She had only let Tengtang Xi in because she claimed that she was Shi Yuting’s fiancée just now. 

But looking at how Mr. Shi treated her, it seemed that he did not care much about this Miss Tengtang. 

Tengtang Xi turned her head and glared at Feilin angrily as she could sense her gaze. Feilin was so scared 

that she quickly lowered her head. 

Shi Yuting was gone and it was boring for Tengtang Xi to stay here anyway. Hence, she turned and left 

after glaring at Feilin! 

In the Planning Department of Excellence Group. 

Zuo Weiyi was quite busy with her job after working in the morning. 

During lunchtime, Zuo Weiyi, like other employees, was going to the company’s cafeteria for lunch. 



Just as she got up and was about to leave her seat, her cell phone rang. 

She took out her phone and saw the name displayed on the screen. She smiled slightly and answered 

the call. 

“Hello?” 

“Look at the door.” 

Zuo Weiyi was stunned. She then turned her head and saw Gu Yansheng standing at the door, waving 

and smiling at her. 

She smiled and hung up the phone. She then walked to the door. 

“How come you’re here?” 

Gu Yansheng smiled. “Wanna have lunch together?” 

Zuo Weiyi smiled a little at his invitation. “No, thank you. I’ll just go to the cafeteria to eat.” 

“Just this once.” 

She raised her eyes and glanced at his face that was filled with anticipation. She could not refuse him. 

It was just a meal. There should be no problem, right? 

She turned her head and looked around the huge office. She was the only one left at the moment. 

“Let’s go. No one will see us.” 

He knew her concerns. Gu Yansheng then pulled her over to him and walked out of the office. 

She could only follow him as she was being pulled by him. She saw her hand being tightly held by Gu 

Yansheng when she lowered her eyes. 

Both were palms, but they each gave her a different feeling. 

Zuo Weiyi subconsciously pulled her hand away looking at his tall figure. She felt sad and gloomy. 

Gu Yansheng also felt disappointed when he felt that she gradually pulled her hand out of his palm. 

He turned his head and saw her fake smile. 

Zuo Weiyi stepped forward and wanted to break off the awkward atmosphere. “Ah, the elevator is going 

down!” 

Zuo Weiyi quickly rushed in seeing that the elevator door was closing. 

She thought he would take his private elevator. However, his slender hand blocked the elevator door 

that was about to be closed when she was about to press the button. 

The door was opened and Gu Yansheng walked in calmly. 

The two employees in the elevator were excited when they saw that their CEO also entering the 

employees’ elevator. 



“Good day, CEO Gu.” 

Gu Yansheng just nodded a little and gave no other response when faced with the employees’ 

enthusiasm. 

Chapter 186: Then What About with Shi Yuting? 

Gu Yansheng did not say anything to Zuo Weiyi until the elevator reached the first floor since he knew 

about her concerns. 

She did not want people to know about her relationship with him. 

The two left Excellence Group one after the other and made sure that there were no acquaintances 

around. Zuo Weiyi turned her head and said to him. “Where are we going to eat?” 

“I’m going to get my car. Just wait here for a while.” 

Gu Yansheng turned and walked toward the basement parking lot after he finished speaking. 

After a while, a Lamborghini stopped in front of her. 

Zuo Weiyi got in the car. Then, they drove toward the prosperous place in City Z. 

“The food here is quite good.” 

The two came to a Korean restaurant and started dining in the private room on the second floor. 

Although they had known each other since they were young, they were still very young at that time. Zuo 

Weiyi felt a bit awkward that they were dining in a private room now. 

Especially after she pulled her hand away from his palm just now, she felt a little uncomfortable now. 

“Why? Do you not like the food?” 

Gu Yansheng could not help frowning seeing that she was eating absentmindedly. 

Zuo Weiyi raised his eyes and forced a small smile. 

She shook her head. “No, it tastes good.” 

She lowered her head to continue eating her lunch after she finished speaking. 

The time for the meal passed by quickly. But for Zuo Weiyi, it felt so long. 

Gu Yansheng was slightly lost seeing her being uncomfortable. 

“Is eating with me that uncomfortable for you?” 

Zuo Weiyi raised his head after hearing his words. She was a little startled. 

She smiled and wanted to clear the awkward atmosphere between them. 

“Of course. After all, you are my boss.” 

“What about when with Shi Yuting? Haven’t you eaten alone with him?” 



Gu Yansheng regretted it as soon as the words were spoken. 

He just wanted to know if she was also uncomfortable with Shi Yuting. 

They knew each other much earlier than Shi Yuting, didn’t they? 

Zuo Weiyi paused. She felt a little sad while listening to his words. 

“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to mention…” 

“It’s alright.” 

Zuo Weiyi raised her head and smiled without waiting for Gu Yansheng to finish his words. “I did not feel 

uncomfortable. It’s just that I don’t like Korean food very much.” 

She then put down the cutlery in her hand. “I’m full.” 

Gu Yansheng paused a little watching her movements. 

He messed up his date with her. 

If she did not eat, he would also not have the appetite to eat. 

He stood up. “Since you don’t like the food, what about we eat at another restaurant?” 

He got up and walked toward the door after he finished speaking. 

Zuo Weiyi stopped him in time. 

“No, I’m full.” 

Her appetite had been like this these days. 

It was strange. She could eat big portions before, but her appetite was much smaller now. 

Gu Yansheng turned and looked at her uncertainly. “Really?” 

“Yes.” 

She nodded. She then raised her hand and looked at the time. 

Only twenty minutes left for lunchtime. 

She was an employee. Hence, she did not have much time like their big boss. 

“It’s getting a little late. Let’s go back earlier.” 

Gu Yansheng finally nodded and agreed after hesitating for a few seconds. 

The two left the private room on the second floor together. Just as they were walking downstairs, Zuo 

Weiyi suddenly stopped. She was staring blankly at something in front of her. 

Chapter 187: Meeting at the Restaurant 

Gu Yansheng also stopped and looked at her. He turned and looked in the direction she was gazing at. 

He was a little stunned when he saw the man walking into the restaurant. 



Xiangyi who walked in with Shi Yuting was a little surprised when he saw Zuo Weiyi. 

Shi Yuting was still in a coma and lying on the bed when she left the Shi Mansion. Zuo Weiyi was very 

happy and excited when she saw a completely recovered Shi Yuting in front of her. 

She opened her mouth but did not know what to say. She clenched her fists tightly with excitement 

watching him coming close to her. 

He had fully recovered and was as handsome as before. 

But, just when she thought Shi Yuting felt the same as her, what happened next made Zuo Weiyi feel a 

little disappointed. 

She thought Shi Yuting would say something to her after seeing her. However, he just passed by her 

expressionlessly like a stranger. 

Zuo Weiyi’s face darkened in an instant as she was faced with his indifference. She was in a daze. 

Gu Yansheng on the side was also surprised. 

She was clearly in front of him. But, Shi Yuting had treated her like a stranger. 

What the hell was going on? 

Zuo Weiyi turned his head stiffly. She was in disbelief looking at his back walking away. 

Did he not see her? 

Her heart ached. 

She knew that Shi Yuting did see her, but why did he ignore her? 

Did he know how much she had missed him these days? 

“Shi Yuting…” 

She subconsciously opened her mouth looking at the familiar back. 

Fortunately, the figure did stop after hearing her soft call. 

She smiled with joy. 

But then, she only heard a cold voice from the other party. 

“Are you calling me?” 

Zuo Weiyi was shocked. The coldness in his eyes was something she had never seen before. 

“Yes.” She nodded hesitantly. 

“Yes?” Shi Yuting frowned and his eyes were never stranger like now. 

Zuo Weiyi felt that something was wrong. 

She slightly frowned. “You…” 



How could he say that? Did he not find it strange that she had left the mansion for so long? 

Or was it because of his grandfather’s order? Did he intend to end the relationship between them too? 

“You don’t you want to ask me anything?” 

Shi Yuting frowned. He then said with surprise after a while. “Do I know you?” 

Zuo Weiyi was so shocked her mind almost exploded! 

What did he mean by that? 

Her eyes widened. She looked at the man in front of her in disbelief. 

‘Do I know you?’ 

“You…do you not know me?” 

Shi Yuting frowned slightly looking at her expression. 

“Mr. Shi, Young Master Jue of the Future Group is still waiting for you.” 

Xiangyi could not help but remind him after being stalled here for a while. 

Shi Yuting looked back and glanced at the person in front of him. He then turned and walked toward the 

second floor. 

Shi Yuting secretly clenched his right hand tightly in his pocket at the moment he turned around. 

They had not seen each other for a few days, but she had lost so much weight. 

Zuo Weiyi was still in deep thought looking at his disappearing back. 

Did he not remember her? 

How was that possible? 

What was going on? What the hell was going on? 

The familiar figure had disappeared around the corner when she looked up again. Zuo Weiyi’s heart 

ached as if her heart was stabbed by a sharp blade! 

Chapter 188: Shi Le’s Surveillance 

Soon after Shi Yuting left, a video call was immediately made to Country C. 

“You said that they met each other?” 

“Yes.” 

“So?” 

“It seems that Mr. Shi does not remember Miss Zuo.” 

“Stay there and continue to observe for longer.” 



“Yes.” 

Shi Le fell into contemplation after cutting off the video call. 

His grandson was too wise. If he continued to monitor him, he was afraid that he would find out about 

it. 

*** 

Zuo Weiyi seemed a little lost when they went back to Excellence Group. Her mind was messed up right 

now. 

She did not understand why Yuting did not remember her after he had woken up. 

She could not solve her doubts. Thus, she took out her phone and dialed Shi Nuannuan’s number. 

“Wei Yi?” 

Nuannuan was surprised that Zuo Weiyi called her. 

“Nuannuan, I have something to ask you.” 

She was slightly stunned. “Okay.” 

“Did your brother lose his memory?” 

Nuannuan who was at the end of the phone was startled as soon as she spoke. 

It took a long time for Nuannuan to respond. “How do you know?” 

“Why didn’t you tell me?” 

Shi Nuannuan did not know how to explain it to Zuo Weiyi. 

She did not know her brother had amnesia at first. After all, he seemed very normal when he woke up. 

It was not until later that she discovered that he remembered all of them except for Zuo Weiyi. 

“Weiyi, I… I didn’t know that my brother had amnesia at first. He did remember everyone but he 

forgot…” 

Nuannuan suddenly stopped talking. 

She seemed to realize that she had said something that she should not have said. 

Sure enough, Zuo Weiyi was suddenly stunned after hearing Nuannuan’s words. 

The meaning was already obvious even though she had not finished her words. 

So, Shi Yuting remembered everyone except for her. 

Shi Nuannuan was very anxious when it was silent on the phone. 

“Weiyi, are you still there?” 

“…” 



“Weiyi, don’t think too much about it first. My brother will eventually remember…” 

“Duu…” 

The communication had been cut off Shi Nuannuan mid-sentence. 

Maybe this was the best for the two of them. 

Their relationship should have ended long ago. 

But, why did she feel so sad to let him go? 

Zuo Weiyi felt so lost and despair while sitting at the desk. 

The next second, her phone rang again. 

She thought it was Nuannuan who called. Hence, she did not intend to pick it up. 

But, she soon realized that it was an unknown number from abroad on the mobile screen. 

She frowned and was a little dazed. 

She picked up the phone after a while. 

“Hello?” 

“I remember I gave you the last warning last time. If you continue to pester my grandson, you will have 

no second chance the next time.” 

A low domineering voice spoke on the phone. 

Zuo Weiyi frowned a little and was puzzled by the strange voice. 

This voice was… 

She raised her eyes. Was this not Shi Yuting’s grandfather? Although his voice was slightly different on 

the phone, she could still remember his threatening tone. 

She and Shi Yuting just met at the restaurant half an hour ago. The information had reached him so 

quickly. 

“You can rest assured that I will not bother your grandson again.” 

Zuo Weiyi immediately hung up the phone after speaking. 

Shi Le was a little stunned after having the call abruptly terminated by the other party. 

This was the first time in decades that someone had dared to hang up first before him. 

How could such a woman be worthy of his grandson? 

Chapter 189: Do You Want to Go Out and Relax? 

In the afternoon, Zuo Weiyi could not concentrate on her work and was not in the mood for working. 

She only recovered from her thoughts after the manager shouted at her several times. 



When it was time to get off work, she seemed to be immersed in her thoughts even after all the people 

in the office were gone. 

Gu Yansheng came down from the top floor and walked to the entrance of the Planning Department. He 

saw her sitting at the desk and staring at nothing. 

She was absent-minded since she met Shi Yuting in the afternoon. 

He also understood why Shi Yuting had forgotten about her. 

Or was it all just an excuse for Shi Yuting to get rid of her? 

Gu Yansheng raised his hand and knocked on the glass door. 

Zuo Weiyi slowly raised her head when she heard the noise. She then saw Gu Yansheng standing at the 

door. 

Gu Yansheng smiled a little when he met with her black eyes. “It’s time to get off work.” 

Zuo Weiyi recovered from her thoughts and realized that the people in the office had all gone home. 

The night fell relatively fast during the autumn season. At six o’clock, the sky had already darkened and 

the entire City Z was full of lights. 

Zuo Weiyi turned her head and looked at the night view of City Z through the window while sitting on 

the passenger seat. She felt empty inside. 

Gu Yansheng who was driving turned his head from time to time and stared at her beautiful side profile. 

He wanted to say something to break this silent atmosphere. 

“I am going to Country C tomorrow. Do you want to go and relax with me?” 

Zuo Weiyi turned back after hearing his deep and sexy voice. She then moved her eyes from the window 

and frowned. 

She looked at Gu Yansheng. “Country C?” 

Gu Yansheng nodded and smiled. “Well, I emigrated to Country C when I was a kid.” 

Zuo Weiyi lowered her eyes. 

Shi Yuting’s home was also in Country C. It turned out they both lived in the same country. 

She lifted her eyes and looked at Gu Yansheng. She then forced a smile. “No. I’m not a big boss. I don’t 

have so much time to relax.” 

“It doesn’t matter. I can give you a special leave!” 

Zuo Weiyi knew that he was trying to ease the atmosphere. 

Then she asked, “How can I do that? I don’t want to be the public enemy of the whole company.” 

If she—a newcomer got special treatment, the whole company would feel that it was unfair and would 

be on bad terms with her. 



“Are you really not going?” He glanced at her delicate face. Gu Yansheng felt reluctant to part with her. 

If it were not for his mother’s birthday party tomorrow and the Mid-Autumn Festival, he would not want 

to leave her at this time. 

Zuo Weiyi shook her head. “No. Tomorrow is the Mid-Autumn Festival. I would like to visit my mother.” 

She had not been visiting her mother for a long time. How could she leave when it was the Mid-Autumn 

Festival tomorrow? 

Tomorrow was indeed a special day. Gu Yansheng did not force her since she refused to go with him. 

“Well, since that’s the case, shall we eat out tonight and celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival in 

advance?” 

He turned and smiled at Zuo Weiyi. 

Zuo Weiyi paused. 

Celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival in advance? Only the two of them? 

What kind of reunion was this? 

“Whatever. I’m fine with it.” 

Although she did not sound like she wanted to go, she still did not reject him in the end. Gu Yansheng 

was also relieved. 

The next day—the Mid-Autumn Festival. 

Gu Yansheng went to Country C. 

Zuo Weiyi left Gu Mansion and walked out of the luxurious housing community. She then took a bus and 

went to a flower shop. She bought a bouquet of carnations for her mother—Zuo Qing. 

Carnations were the flowers of maternal love. It was also her mother’s favorite flowers when she was 

still alive. 

Chapter 190: Umbrella that Suddenly Appeared 

Today’s weather was as gloomy as her mood at the moment. 

She arrived at her mother’s tomb and placed the carnations on the grave. Zuo Weiyi’s eyes became 

teary from looking at her mother’s picture. She was about to cry. 

There were many, many words in her heart. However, she did not know how to tell her mother. 

“Mother… How are you over there? 

“I seem to fall in love with someone. But he is about to be engaged to another woman. I feel very sad.” 

Zuo Weiyi knew that if she kept pestering Shi Yuting, she would be embarking on the same journey as 

her mother and repeat her mother’s mistakes. 



 The feeling of being renounced by thousands of people, the kind of days where she could only live in 

the dark, and never see the light. She had already experienced all of them before. 

However, abandoning a person was much more painful than she thought. 

That kind of pain was so deep it was as if something pierced through the bone marrow! 

Every part of the body seemed to be in pain. 

She did not know how long was she at the cemetery. Zuo Weiyi felt a little tired. She then leaned against 

the tombstone and slept there. 

The sky suddenly changed. The sky that was initially clear was now full of dark clouds. 

The rain started pouring after a while. 

Zuo Weiyi was awakened by the breeze. She only realized that the sky had turned dark when she woke 

up. She did not know when it started to rain. 

She frowned in surprise seeing the drizzle in front of her eyes. 

It was raining. Why could she not feel the raindrops? Why was she not getting wet? 

She looked up and realized that there was a black umbrella above her head leaning on the tombstone. 

The umbrella was covering her body, so she did not get wet because of the rain. 

She stood up and picked up the umbrella. She slightly frowned. 

She looked around. There was no one in the cemetery. Sp, who had put the umbrella here? 

She did not believe that there were ghosts in this world. Hence, the umbrella was definitely not from her 

mother. 

However, Gu Yansheng had gone to Country C. So, he could not have brought her this umbrella. But 

then, who could it be? 

Zuo Weiyi looked around once again, but she still did not see anyone. 

Was it possible that someone had passed by and could not bear her being in the rain, so that person had 

left an umbrella? 

This was the only possibility. 

It was getting dark. She held the umbrella and left the cemetery. 

It was easy to take a taxi from the urban area to the cemetery. On the contrary, it was difficult to get a 

taxi from the cemetery. On top of that, it was raining. A car did pass by, but it was already full of people. 

Twenty minutes passed, Zuo Weiyi still could not get a car. She planned to walk to the city. 

It seemed like it was getting late. But, she found out that it was only four o’clock in the afternoon when 

she took out her mobile phone. 

It was barely five o’clock, but the sky was already getting darker probably because of the rain. 



She was walking to the city while holding the umbrella. 

There was a road with almost no traffic between the cemetery and the urban area. 

Zuo Weiyi did not know whether she was just hallucinating. She felt that someone was following her. 

She stopped and turned her head. There were two figures not far away. However, they were standing 

casually by the road and were waiting for a taxi when she turned around. 

Zuo Weiyi turned around again. Maybe she was just thinking too much. She then continued to walk 

forward. 

But just when she took a few steps forward, she could feel the footsteps approaching her from behind. 

So, she turned around again. 

However, the two figures rushed to her quickly before she could even see them. 

“Mmphm…” 

Her eyes widened. She wanted to shout, but her mouth was already covered by one of them! 

 


